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foreward
“Retail is detail” (James Gulliver)
Never more than now.
Every cent spent on merchandising,
marketing, HR, operations needs to work
really hard, to reinforce the brand
experience. So the deliberate design of
every touchpoint in the end to end
experience (in store, online, service) isn’t a
nice to have ... its critical.
Retail has always faced (and embraced)
major change. Its what has kept it fresh and
engaging.
But Covid-19 has accelerated this transformation:
“we’ve had three years of change in 3 months” (Bill Gates).
It has given not only the Retail sector, but also every other sector,
the opportunity to reset. When the world turns upside down, there
will be winners and there will be losers. How companies deliver an
exceptional Customer Experience during a time of crisis could be the
difference between struggling, and surviving and thriving.
Nicolette Wuring is a Senior Leader with 20+ years of leading large
service operations in retail and other sectors. Her article sets out
the key challenges now facing retail leaders as they develop a
winning customer strategy and work out how to
compete with online only players (who are
getting pretty good at delivering an
experience themselves).
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black swan
"...a metaphor that describes an event
that comes as a surprise, has a major
effect, and is often inappropriately
rationalised after the fact with the
benefit of hindsight.”

Black-swan events are characterized by three main criteria:
first, they are surprising, falling outside the realm of usual
expectation;
second, they have a major effect (sometimes even of historical
significance); and
third, with the benefit of hindsight they are often rationalized
as something that could have been foreseen had the facts been
examined carefully enough.

There is no denying Covid-19 has been labelled a black-swan event. It
will take its place in history and how we managed it, and more
importantly emerged from it, will be recorded in the record books for
years to come.
How we respond socially, economically, and even environmentally, is
under the microscope. It has presented us as individuals, and as
collective sectors, the opportunity to make a difference.

introduction
Retail is the lifeblood of the global economy. What we make and sell,
how we sell it, and who buys it (and keeps buying it) is at the centre
of everything. Retail is as old as time.
However, the traditional retail landscape has significantly changed
post-pandemic.
During the pandemic, online and distance shopping or pick-up were
practically the only options retailers had to serve their customers.
Consumers like the convenience and reassurance and are likely
to continue to prefer shopping experiences like distance shopping,
click-and-collect, doorstep delivery, curbside pick-up, pick-up-only,
and to-go business.
As the traditional retail landscape has changed, and online retail has
become a bigger priority, retailers may increase their focus on these
areas as part of the end to end experience. Plus, they can provide
customers the kind of experience they prefer, without having
to spend as much on overhead and customer-facing staffing.
Retailers were already under pressure. Covid-19 has accelerated the
momentum to review their strategy, and design a strategy that
enhances the end to end customer experience, expands their
retail presence and at the same time enable profitable growth for the
future. So, how can Retail tackle this challenge?
Here are my thoughts...

"...Covid-19 has accelerated the
momentum to review their strategy, and
design a strategy that enhances the end
to end customer experience.”

SafeX and Low Touch Economy*
are here to stay...
... at least for the next two years anyway.

The pandemic has changed how we eat, work, shop, exercise, manage
our health, socialize, and spend our free time - at an unprecedented
rate of change. Consumers post-pandemic prefer safe experiences
(SafeX). Gradual shifts that were happening over time have
accelerated to become more immediate behavior change.
Online transactions have grown aggressively, the digitalization of
retail accelerated at an unprecedented rate. COVID-19 forced
retailers to adapt and redesign their models quickly. Social
distancing measures have radically changed routines and generated
new behaviors on the way consumers buy - and what they buy.
Consumers are fed up with uncertainty, they want and need most
consistency, and convenience. People want to be connected but at
home; more personalised contact yet contactless.

Trends
new consumer behaviour to
stick around for a long time

working from home
- the new norm

fear

online consumption

e-dreaming - how to access
through platforms and
technology

conscious consumption

*www.boardofinnovation.com

"Social distancing measures have radically
changed routines and generated new
behaviors on the way consumers buy and what they buy."

The term Low Touch Economy refers to the way businesses across the
globe have been forced to operate in order to succeed as a result of
Covid-19.
The best way to define its meaning is to list its main characteristics
so far:
·
To mitigate health risks, businesses have been forced to adapt to
strict policies, including low-touch interactions, limited gatherings,
travel restrictions, and so on
·
Multiple aftershocks in global markets can already be seen.
These include shifts in consumer behavior, new regulations, and
supply chain disruptions.
·
Medical experts and business leaders assume Covid-19 will
directly influence the economy until late 2021.
·
Businesses that survive the Covid-19 pandemic will be those that
are able to tailor their business and operating model to this new
normal while keeping everyone as safe as possible.

Covid-19 Commerce Insight
See Year-Over-Year Growth Rate of Online Transactions
https://ccinsight.org/

These changes are driving new offline and online practices. Retailers
need to redesign a large part of their business model and/or
operating model to play any role in this “Low Touch Economy”.
Starbucks recently announced they will close up to 400 stores in
North America, and expand their drive-through pick-up-only and togo business, answering to the need for ease, convenience and speed
from customers, especially in a post-COVID era. A strategy shift that
illustrates how much consumer behavior has changed during the
pandemic.
Accenture listed “a strong push towards a
cashless society” as the No. 1 potential
long-term impact that the pandemic may
have on global payments processes.

MasterCard polled 17,000 consumers in 19 countries and found that
they perceive contactless payments as “the cleaner way to pay”.
According to Mastercard, the rise of contactless payments can be
attributed to the common understanding that social distancing needs
to go beyond interpersonal connects to include contact with publicly
shared devices like point of sale terminals and checkout counters.
“This is a game-changing moment as more people will be inclined to
use contactless cards, even when Covid-19 becomes a page in the
history books.”*
The German retailer Lidl created a WhatsApp chatbot to let
customers know when to shop. Customers in Ireland can now send a
message to Lidl through the messaging app telling the chatbot the
day and time they intend to visit, the chatbot will then inform them
if this is generally a quiet, average or busy time to visit using realtime and customer transaction data.

Discover more Covid-19 innovations here: www.covidinnovations.com
Several self-service technologies
have been adopted over the past
three months in China to help
mitigate the risks caused by COVID.
These include face masks vending
machines by Topow, hot meal
vending containers by Country
Garden, unmanned grocery stores by
Alibaba and self-service pick-up
lockers by Meituan.

* https://newsroom.mastercard.com/asiapacific/
2020/05/20/contactless-payments-will-be-the-new-normal-forshoppers-in-the-post-covid-19-world/

The Dutch app www.barbooking.nl registers real-time how busy bars
and restaurants in the area are, and allows you to make a
reservation in the app.

WPP is showing how retailers around the world are operating as they
rise to the unprecedented challenges of helping society, their local
communities, consumers while also supporting staying afloat.

"The global impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is a daily challenge for commerce
and retailers around the globe. The retail industry forms an intrinsic part of our
daily lives and, as we are being reminded, a lifeline for us all for essential
purchases."

Find out how Coronavirus is changing retail, here:
https://covid19-retailer-response.tswpp.com/

switching from defence to offence
Mitigating the biggest risks remains crucial, from a health & safety,
operational as well as a P/L point of view. This is an ongoing effort.
It’s time to consolidate the learnings from the last 12 weeks, and
prepare for the next phase.
Industries that were stable for a decade are now wide open to turn
around. Fast and decisive movers will win. What was relevant for
consumers 12 weeks ago doesn’t begin to compare with what’s
relevant for consumers post-pandemic.

Knowing what matters to your customers
now, and going forward is a need to have
in rethinking and rebooting both your
business model as well as your (end-2end) operating model.
Pre-pandemic 90% of your revenue may have been generated in
physical stores, during the pandemic even the most reluctant of
customers didn’t have any other choice but to go online. They have
acquired digital skills. This is a step change in the shift to online
retail. Online grocery deliveries will never return to its pre-pandemic
levels. This has become the norm for a whole slice of society that
would never have considered this an option previously. They will
never revert.
Gym’s will be in the same boat. Thousands of gym members have
realised that there are free online videos that are a reasonable free
substitute for their expensive gym membership, and might never
return. Illustrative is the acquisition of Mirror, an in-home fitness
startup that sells a wall-mounted device that streams live and prerecorded classes by Lululemon Athletica.

Whereas during the pandemic consumers may have been tolerant to
the many flaws in your logistics, fulfilment and service processes and
systems (the ‘customer journey’ you offered to them); patient enough
to wait for many days for their order to arrive; forgiving for mistakes
made etc.
Post-pandemic consumers’ tolerance, and patience is dropping, fast.
They will quickly and intuitively start to compare their experiences
with your brand with their omnichannel experiences with other
brands. And a failure to deliver to their expectations quickly will turn
even the most loyal customers to your competitors.

"... a failure to deliver to their expectations
quickly will turn even the most loyal
customers to your competitors."

rapid adoption of digital services
requires a rethink & reboot of
your business E2E
Retail all too often still suffers from a cultural schism between
physical stores (brick & mortar) and web. Digital has to become the
way ‘everyone does everything’. You no longer can afford silos, “their
job vs. my job” perspectives. All retail shopping journeys now need
to start and end with digital. All retail shopping journeys are multidisciplinary. ‘The retail side’ needs to understand the important role
they play as ‘downstream’ touchpoints to a digital omni-channel
experience. As ‘the web side’ needs to understand how key it is to
make customer data and information consistent, and accessible to
humans in any channel for that matter, be it in-store or a service
rep.
Gartner speaks about “contactless commerce” post-pandemic, and
the fact that the pandemic has accelerated “channel unification”,
digital commerce and physical stores quasi converging.
There are business opportunities at different levels. Define your preCovid-19 business model, and determine which aspect needs
reinventing.
At a minimum, you’ll need to consider:
·

Distribution channels

·

Customer segment(s)

·

Revenue model

·

Cost structure (especially the cost of brick & mortar versus digital)

·

Marketing channels

·

Growth rate of online transactions

·

Growth rate of non-store interactions

Once you’ve shortlisted some business and/or operating models,
experiment, de-risk your hypotheses (scaling budgets versus a leap of
faith spending your whole budget), learn and adapt, fast.

digital and alternative fulfillment
models must-haves
Shifts in consumer behavior -both mandated and voluntary- have
reshaped the retail landscape.
Retail has always satisfied both emotional and social needs. Now
more than ever, retailers need to think about how to engage and
excite both online and in store, and make both come together. Stores
will still be there but resized, rethought, adding unique, relevant,
and personalized value. Experience becomes more and more
important both for physical and ecommerce. Both need to be
relevant, add unique value, promote discovery, excite, entertain,
fulfil emotional and social needs, and work in unison. Now more than
ever this demands creativity. This is not going to be a universal or
linear recovery. The challenge is how quick you can adapt and move
on.

accessibility-personalisation-friendliness-hyper convenience

Redesign your organization. Re-invent your brick and mortar estate,
based on the value and service proposition, and the business model.
Low wage sales and service roles decline as many tasks are
digitalized. Whilst downsizing or closing stores, consider hiring new
talent for your new most critical functions (such as e-commerce and
digital).
But beware!
‘Doing digital’ is not the same as ‘Being Digital’! Consumers don’t
distinguish between touchpoints or channels, between online or in
store. Their expectations are incredibly high, set by the market
leaders.Getting a consumer-facing web platform up and running is
the easy part. Developing the right supply chain and operating
model, truly being omnichannel (all channels and touchpoints being
interconnected, and ‘shoppable’ with customers flawlessly and
hassle-free switching between them), and yes, navigating the internal
politics in a large organization are the more difficult challenges to
tackle.

Also expect more specialized delivery solutions
(like for instance drop off points for frozen/
cooled food), and more advanced supply
chain optimizations (like multiple shops
bundling deliveries to the same household
or street).

agility is crucial
Post-pandemic you need creativity and innovation, new ways to grow.
You need to be able to sense, assess, respond, pilot and if
successful, scale all at a “clock speed” that is likely 5x – 10x faster
than previously. In reality it means being more ruthless about what
you do and DON’T do. You need to be able to respond rapidly to
changes in consumer sentiment and value perception.
You need an appetite for solutions being ‘good enough’. You need
efficient governance to support the pace of change. You need to be
able to monitor carefully chosen metrics that are reliable and
holistic indicators of how your customers are feeling, and thinking
about their experiences with your brand, products, and services.
First and foremost, for being agile, you need the right talent and
culture.

operation
To have an ecommerce strategy at speed, your basic operation needs
to be upended, integrating data and challenging silo working, all
against a backdrop of ‘total profit optimisation’.
It is time to ask yourself the questions:
- how do you reconfigure teams around this new world/customer
experience - including stores and online?
- how do you prepare for multichannel integration in a business?
- how do you break down silo working, unite silo departments?
- how do you gel teams in a remote world?
- how do you deal with distribute resources, accessing pools of
talent across markets, as use of technology challenges
traditional ways of working, and travel between countries is
restricted?
- what are the (new) KPIs that focus on end to end holistic
customer journeys, not just one departments accountability?
- how do you use technology to improve productivity and
efficiency?
You most probably also find yourself considering changes in or
completely new operating models, like subscriptions, DTC, virtual
services, like virtual gifting, gamification.
As you will probably not close all the shops, how will you elevate
experiences more?

analytics, customer insights, and
systems play a central role
In the wake of this pandemic, as you move to digital channels, you
will almost certainly need to enhance your current tools landscape
and build new capabilities, such as digitalized reporting to track
customer behavior and responses, and people with the capabilities to
build data models, governance models and reporting, and execute
data driven analysis.
Key is how you bring the ‘voice of the customer’ to the table,
transparent and visible like the heartbeat of the organisation.
Insight, data analysts, marketers, customer service are incredibly
important as will senior sponsorship at the board table to ensure the
voice of customer is heard, and not just focussed on numbers during
this torrid time.
Now more then ever listening and RESPONDING with pace to your
customers is critical. Retail has always been exciting and responsive
because you can get real time feedback/results quickly. If exploited
correctly digital will super power your ability to respond. Analysing
your online sales as much as your stores. Success metrics need to be
aligned and updated. You need ‘listening’ capabilities and metrics to
create the required insights, and inform decision making, and
governance that enables to experience business the way your
customers do.
EVERY single customer metric and every touchpoint in the end to end
experience needs to be reviewed and recalibrated, both from a
customer experience and colleague experience point of view. You will
probably even need to review the how of your marketing and sales
activities. You’ll need to experiment and measure; to sense, assess,
respond, pilot and, if successful, scale. The
benefit is that you also create a learning
curve for the people within your organization,
expanding their capabilities to fit the new
requirements of your business.

brand experience
Last, but not least, how you behaved during the pandemic has a large
impact post-pandemic. On Maslow's hierarchy of needs during the
pandemic consumers focused on meeting basic needs. Post-pandemic
higher order needs are changing to looking for companies who
showed and show a concern for something more meaningful than
their cashflow.
Edelman released the “Trust Barometer Special Report: Brand Trust
and the Coronavirus Pandemic,”* to highlight their findings from a
12-market study of 12,000 respondents within Brazil, Canada, China,
France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, South Africa, South Korea, U.K.
and U.S. The intention of releasing this report was to show brands
“the power and necessity of brand as well as their urgent need to
act.” “People across markets are unanimous that they want brands to
do everything they can to protect the well-being and financial
security of their employees and suppliers, even if it means
substantial financial losses until the pandemic ends.
If people perceive that a brand is putting profit over people, they
lose trust in that brand forever. Respondents believe that brands can
and should make a difference throughout the pandemic. A whopping
65% of respondents said that a brand’s response in the crisis will
have a huge impact on their likelihood of purchasing it in the future.
Sixty percent said that they are turning to brands that they
absolutely can trust. Over one-third of consumers said that they have
started using a new brand because of the innovative or
compassionate way that it has responded. By contrast, there is great
risk to brands that are perceived to be acting unsympathetically.
One-third of respondents have already convinced other people to
stop using a brand that was not acting appropriately.
This global crisis fundamentally changes how we think, behave, and
consume. There is no rapid return to normal. The new world will have
trust at its core, with the brand mandate expanded to solve problems
for all, protect all, care for all, collaborate with all and innovate in
the public interest. At this moment of deepest global crisis, the
public wants brands to step up, keep us safe, guide us and help us.
Brands that act in the interest of their employees, stakeholders and
society at large will reinforce their expertise, leadership and trust
and immeasurably strengthen the bond they have with consumers.”

*https://www.edelman.com/research/covid-19-brand-trust-report

conclusion
Does the pandemic fall outside the realm of usual expectation?
Does the pandemic have a major effect on Retail as an
experience-oriented industry?
Could the pandemic have been foreseen by those in Retail?
The answer to the first two questions is easy, and affirmative. With
respect to the third question, that might be an interesting debate,
and whilst every business should be prepared for crises, both
foreseen and unforeseen, what matters most now, is awareness.
The awareness that the pandemic has changed how people eat, work,
shop, exercise, manage their health, socialize, and spend their free
time, that some of these changes are here to stay, and that as a
retailer you need to...

act now!
Act fast, fail fast, and learn fast if you want to be around in the
foreseeable future.
You need a plan - a clear, enterprise wide agenda ... “what to do
now, do next, do later”
Ask the experts:
Join an experienced senior CX Leader for an hour to start to build
your own practical plan Leverage the insights in this paper and what
you already have in place. Get in the best possible shape to survive
and thrive.
Email: nicolette.wuring@tribecx.com

stop press!
At TribeCX, we have built a mapping tool that we are now offering for
FREE as organizations seek to embark on those critical “Do Now”, “Do
Next”, “Do Later” lists of priorities. We have already begun to build
components into the Mapping Tool to address the COVID risk
elements. We’d love for you to leverage this tool so we can not only
aid in building and documenting your new CX journey, but also to
enhance the robustness with your input of our own tool from which
others will benefit.
To contact us, please go to
www.tribecx.com
(June 2020)
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